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Accounting
software for
small business
Easy to use software that keeps you
on top of your cashflow, inventory, payroll,
taxes and finances.

Sage UBS is an easy to use software that allows small business to stay on top
of their cash flow, inventory, payroll, taxes and finances all in one integrated
solution. From invoices to books, inventory to billing management, POS to
receipts, payroll, asset management and robust reporting, Sage UBS provides a
quick and efficient way to manage your entire accounting process seamlessly.
Solutions
Sage UBS Accounting and Billing
Sage UBS Inventory and Billing
Sage Building Services Maintenance

Sage Point of Sales
Sage Payroll

Why Choose Sage UBS?
Award-winning solution
2019 Winner of Frost and Sullivan Malaysia Financial
Accounting Software vendor of the year.
Trusted by more than 500k SMEs in Malaysia
Over 500,000 SMEs in Malaysia have
implemented Sage UBS
Established and industry-acclaimed
Household name with over 30 years’
experience serving SMEs in Malaysia.

SST-compliant
100% compliant hassle-free filing of tax returns
with constant updates with constant updates and
upgrades e.g. from GST to SST.
Increase your productivity
Increase your productivity with streamlined
accounting, inventory and billing management.
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Features and benefits
Quick entry
Key in only one side of the transaction and
the corresponding side will be automatically
handled by the system.
Setup wizard
Sage UBS Setup and Transaction Wizards
allows the first-time user to be up and
running in moments.
Remote access
In-built mobile license allows you to work when,
where and how you want.
Data management
Easily secure your data with our enhanced
scheduled back-up functionality.
Cashflow management
Automate reconciliation with ready-to-use bank
formats to easily submit payment files to your bank.
Accounting management
Easy and fast management of General Ledger,
Debtors and Creditors
Multi-company & multi-currency
Maintain accounts of multiple companies
under a single view. Transact in any currency
you wish and view foreign currency transactions
in your home currency.
Fixed assets
Configure asset codes with appropriate handling
of depreciation by the depreciation method
selected, disposal, write-offs and more.
Budget management
Tracks original estimates of costs, revenues
and resources over a specific period.
Billing management
Reduce errors with integrated sales
and billing processes.

Tax calculation
Manage tax-related processing for all transactions
(sales and purchases) and reporting in the system.
Financial reporting
Track and generate insights on all financial activities
across your business.
Audit trail
Track changes made to any transaction with
login ID, date, time, user information and
images of changes.
User management
Multiple tools for easy user management
of user logins.
Transaction management
Tools that give greater control of your business and
help minimise errors and adjustments.
Goods received notes
View, sort and group the goods that
you have received.
Price management
Configure different pricing schemes for
different goods and customers at any point.
Inventory management
Complete integration with finance and operations.
Access real-time information related to product and
stock levels across multiple locations.
Barcode management
Our barcode feature easily and seamlessly inputs
price and inventory information direct into UBS.
Bill of materials (BOM)
Easily manage raw materials, sub-assemblies,
intermediate assemblies, sub-components,
components and parts.

For more info, email: info.asia@sage.com
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